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 [Login] [Password] [Hardware Key] (copy from l2tower window) 1. Download installer.zip to the L2TOWER’s root directory.
2. Unzip the installer.zip to the L2TOWER’s root directory. 3. Restart the L2TOWER. If it says something about missing

registry information, please do NOT proceed. You must manually add these registry entries manually afterwards: 4. Connect the
USB to the L2TOWER and open the L2TOWER’s folder. 5. Double-click the L2TOWER’s icon. 6. If you are still getting “A

password has not been set for this machine”, please go to the L2TOWER’s “System Settings” from the L2TOWER’s “Desktop”
menu and set a password.1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a high-voltage LED lamp and, more

particularly, to a high-voltage LED lamp having a diffuser for allowing the LED light generated by the high-voltage LED lamp
to diffuse. 2. Description of the Related Art Referring to FIGS. 6-8, a conventional high-voltage LED lamp 90 is shown to

include a base 91, a driving circuit 92, a lamp tube 93, and a diffuser 94. The driving circuit 92 is mounted on the base 91, and
electrically connects with the lamp tube 93. The lamp tube 93 is disposed in the base 91, and includes a first base 931, a second

base 932, and a plurality of LEDs 933. Each LED 933 is disposed between the first base 931 and the second base 932. The
driving circuit 92 includes a transformer 922, a first power transistor 924, and a second power transistor 926. The transformer

922 has a primary winding, a secondary winding, and an auxiliary winding. The first power transistor 924 is a high-side
transistor, and is disposed in series with the first base 931 and the second base 932 of the lamp tube 93. The second power

transistor 926 is a low-side transistor, and is disposed in series with the auxiliary winding of the transformer 922 and the second
base 932 of the lamp tube 93. In this case, the first base 931 is electrically connected to the second base 82157476af
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